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Molly learns a lesson or two when what should have been a routine mission turns into a comicalMolly learns a lesson or two when what should have been a routine mission turns into a comical

farce.farce.

Meanwhile down on Estaria Director Bates puts together pieces of a plot which point to a reality check for the

Federenials who always thought that the Federation would be there to protect them.

At some point, Molly grew up and it takes a Grimes to show her, and her team, how Molly has changed.

And Molly to help re-direct a Grimes towards the right path in life.And Molly to help re-direct a Grimes towards the right path in life.

--- PLEASE NOTE ------ PLEASE NOTE ---

Inside this book is cursing, amusing cursing, but cursing nonetheless. If bad language offends you, perhaps this book

is not for you.

Set on the foundation laid by the Kurtherian Gambit Series, The Ascension Myth tells an entirely new story in the
Age of Expansion--when the Etheric Empire is fast becoming the Etheric Federation with all of the trials and
tribulations that come with bringing together different peoples, systems, and ideals.
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